CCIA Expands Bilingual Resources

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

July 26, 2010

Calgary, AB – The Canadian Cattle Identification Agency (CCIA) launched the new French version of the Canadian Livestock Tracking System (CLTS) today. This bilingual resource is now available online at www.clia.livestockid.ca.

“We continue to improve our services for stakeholders across Canada, allowing more users the capability to record information and navigate the system in both official languages,” says Darcy Eddleston, Chair for CCIA.

The CLTS website will auto detect your computer browser’s language preference, the website then will show all text in this language. The functionality of the French language version of the CLTS remains the same as the English version. Instructions on how to change your browser language are available on the CLTS site.

The CCIA is committed to becoming a national centre of excellence to support and serve the needs of our commodity stakeholders.
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About CCIA
The Canadian Cattle Identification Agency is an industry initiated and established organization that manages the Canadian Livestock Tracking System (CLTS) - a trace back system designed for the containment and eradication of animal disease. Established in 1998, CCIA has developed the only mandatory, national identification program for the cattle industry and works with the Canadian Food Inspection Agency to ensure the food safety of the Canadian cattle industry.